
PDL Releases Updated Information On Fees
Established private investigation
company PDL has announced the launch
of its updated, transparent fees system
and calculation method

LONDON, UK, November 29, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- PDL has released
information on its private investigation
fees, containing details on the fee
calculation process, quoting timeline
and assurances to its clients. 

PDL provides a comprehensive range
of specialised investigative services
and as such requires a fee system that
is detailed, adaptable and fully
transparent.
Clients are offered a free appraisal, in
which time PDL’s expert investigative
consultants will ask for all the information they need to consider the case. 

They’ll then calculate the fees with professionalism, efficiency and accuracy. The quote is

We’re committed to
calculating our fees with the
transparency and ethical
code for which we’ve
become well-known in the
industry”

Peter Torley

tendered 24 hours later and left with the client to consider
in a pressure-free environment.

PDL states that while every case is unique, and the success
of its outcome relies on a bespoke approach, they can
provide the assurance from the outset that their fee will
comprise an hourly rate plus associated technical and/or
intelligence costs.

Peter Torley, PDL’s owner and lead investigation consultant
said “We’re committed to calculating our fees with the

transparency and ethical code for which we’ve become well-known in the industry. 

We pride ourselves on ensuring we fully understand our clients’ needs, before providing an
accurate, detailed quote within 24 hours. This approach has created many long-term, successful
working relationships with both individuals and corporate clients.”
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Meeting in-person with PDL, dissussing private
investigation fees
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